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DIESEL FUME EXTRACTION
Mechan is the exclusive sales and service partner for Blaskche
Umwelttechnik for the UK and Irish markets, providing upfront and postsales support. Blaschke is based in Germany and is the leading manufacturer
of direct exhaust extraction systems, with over 40 years’ experience.
In light of the health and safety issues in regards to the inhalation of diesel particulates,
make your depot cleaner and healthier with flexible exhaust hoods from Blaschke, the
efficient way to capture diesel emissions ensures all hazardous gas is disposed of safely.

REDUCE NOISE AND ENERGY USE
Blaschke can cater for any type of rolling stock, as each extraction system is manufactured to
the client’s requirements. They are fitted with smaller pipes than traditional extraction methods
to guarantee removal of fumes directly at the source. This reduces the power required and
enables smaller fans to be used, reducing energy consumption and noise levels.

SAVE TIME

CREATE A HEALTHIER WORKPLACE

The flexible suction hoods are lowered over an
exhaust pipe at the push of a button and can
be adjusted easily by remote control. There
is no manual placement of hoods with the
Blaschke system.

Legislation in Europe makes clean air a
requirement and the demand for healthy
working environments is increasing worldwide.
Capturing toxic particles at the point of
creation not only meets the latest government
recommendations, but also makes staff more
productive.

COST EFFECTIVE
Handling equipment operating in a clean
environment fails less and requires fewer
spare parts, saving downtime and repair costs.
Without exhaust extraction, diesel particles
form a layer of dust that puts workers at
risk and settles on machines, meaning extra
cleaning and maintenance is required.

THE BLASCHKE SYSTEM IS:
• Compliant with European regulation – TRGS 554
• Meets TRK exposure limits for diesel
particulates (elemental carbon)
• Reduces energy consumption when
compared with indirect extraction
systems
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RAIL SHUNTER
Mechan is the exclusive UK and Irish sales partner for Zwiehoff,
a manufacturer of energy efficient, electrically powered road/rail
shunting devices.
Zwiehoff uses innovative technology to give first class performance and on the spot
turning, ensuring passenger and freight trains can be moved effortlessly.
We provide planned preventative maintenance services for all shunters, which means
there is a local contact on hand if assistance is required.

MOVE UP TO 500 TONNES
The ROTRAC E2 has a 250-tonne capacity and achieved third place in the concept vehicle
category at the 2012 OkoGlobe awards. Following the success of this pioneering system,
a larger version – the ROTRAC E4 – was developed to shunt loads of up to 500 tonnes.
The ROTRAC shunters offer low maintenance costs, a quick change between road and rail,
high availability and a long life expectancy. One shunter can be used for multiple purposes
within and around a depot.

ZERO EMISSIONS
Zwiehoff’s energy efficient technology uses only a few battery cells and a small quantity of
liquid to provide the necessary drive. Zero emissions are achieved as the shunters are powered
electrically and recovery of energy during operation ensures high energy efficiency. Noise pollution
is also kept to a minimum.

SMALL YET PERFECTLY FORMED
The compact design and low centre of gravity makes the ROTRAC shunters small, yet extremely
strong and robust.
They are supplied with adaptive vehicle controls, a radio remote control as standard and a boost
function to improve pull away performance, as well as sensitive steering for on the spot turning.
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SANDBOX FILLING SYSTEMS
Mechan is the exclusive agent for Klein Anlagenbau AG of Germany,
bringing an innovative range of rail sandbox filling systems to the UK and
Irish markets. By combining 30 years’ experience of Klein (and over 1000
sand dispensing stations worldwide) with Mechan’s knowledge of the UK rail
industry, we can offer bespoke installations and flexible mobile solutions to
suit every depot’s needs.

EFFICIENT AND ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND
Traditional methods of replenishing the on-board stocks of sand used to improve traction
and braking are time-consuming and labour intensive, whilst spills and waste often present
operators with environmental and health and safety issues. To resolve this problem, we have
sourced an automated system from our partners in Germany that allows just one operator to fill
sandboxes through an ergonomically designed nozzle, similar to those used to refuel a car.

QUICK AND CLEAN
The sand is stored in an onsite silo and dispensed directly into the sandbox. A dense phase
pneumatic pipe is used to transfer the sand under pressure at low velocity, minimising pipe wear,
whilst dust is eliminated through a simple exhaust system.

FIXED AND MOBILE INSTALLATIONS FLEXIBLE AND FUTURE PROOF
Fixed installations have dispensing points located
along a service road, so multiple sandboxes can
be filled simultaneously. The operator places the
nozzle into the sandbox and opens the flow valve.
When the box is full, the sand covering the nozzle
will stop the flow automatically. This solution is
ideal in facilities where the trains are always filled
in the same location.
Where more flexibility is required, a variety of
mobile systems are available. These operate in the
same way as an installed system, with one nozzle
outlet so that one sandbox can be filled at a time.

Klein’s sandbox filling systems are perfect for
growing depots. Expansion requires very little
additional infrastructure and minimal operator
intervention or training is necessary.
• Easy to use
• Free from spills and dust
•	Reduced time in depot means rolling stock
can return to service faster
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CALIPRI NON-CONTACT
PROFILE MEASUREMENT
Mechan is the official UK and Irish supplier of the CALIPRI
non-contact measuring device from NextSense.
This contactless profile measurement tool meets the demands of the railway industry,
offering a reproducible and multifunctional measurement method for the complete
wheel-rail system.

EASY TO USE
The sensor is moved over the measurement object by hand, whilst the intelligent image
processing system records segments from various directions. Acoustic signals and a graphic
display help the operator obtain quick and consistent results, even in confined and hard to
reach spaces.

THE POWER OF THREE
Using three laser lines, this optoelectronic gauge records geometrical data for any complex
shaped object.
CALIPRI is more reliable than conventional measurement methods, as the distance and angle of the
sensor do not affect the data collection process, eliminating human error and producing faultless,
tamper-proof reports.

INSTANT INFORMATION
Measurement of each profile takes just seconds and requires only one operative, significantly increasing
productivity. The data is then analysed and the results recorded and displayed on the handset.
As a wide range of shapes can be recorded, the device is suitable for many applications, reducing
purchasing, calibration and staff training costs. The data can be exported in a variety of formats,
to enable it to be saved and analysed as required.

ONE GAUGE, MANY APPLICATIONS
Your CALIPRI device can be tailored to the parameters you wish to record using the
following modules:
Wheel profile
Tyre thickness
Wheel diameter
Wheel clearance (back to back)
Brake discs
Radial/axial runout
Wheel defects

Rail geometry

Switch
– measurement of switch frogs
and blades

Rail
– a cross section of rail head/wear
parameters
Analyser – a manual evaluation of any profile
Equivalent conicity

